Introduction
Cellular function necessitates transfer of information across long distances. How is the information transferred efficiently to achieve optimal cellular response? Tissues, cells, developmental stages, environments, systems and functions are diverse. The functions that can be performed by a multi-cellular organism are determined by the type and organization of the cells and their environment. Humans have about 100 trillion or 10 14 cells and a typical cell size is 10 mm; however, it can be much larger, reaching 100 mm. Cells shapes can vary; some, like neurons are typically elongated; others like the erythrocytes are equidimensional. Some cells are encased in rigid walls; others are flexible. One of the fundamental common properties of eukaryotes is their ability to maintain cell sizes and organelle volumes, and these relate to growth and differentiation states. Although the number of most organelles, like the endoplasmic reticulum and mitochondria, can vary substantially, cells maintain a roughly constant karyoplasmic ratio (the ratio of the nuclear volume to cell volume); 1, 2 that is, the nuclear size is proportional to the total cell size. The sizes of individual nuclei are apparently controlled by the relative amount of cytoplasm surrounding each nucleus, which relates the cytoplasm to nuclear size control. [3] [4] [5] The large sizes and volumes of the cell and the organelles emphasize a key cellular dilemma: how to cross the huge distances that need be spanned in order to coordinate cellular function in the dynamic environment? To survive and optimally respond to morphogen signals entering the cell during development, changes in external physical conditions, in metabolic states, or in conditions inducing stress, cells need an efficient, dynamic system to transfer information. The cellular network largely consists of protein-protein interactions. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] It is extensive, and stretches from the extracellular domains of membrane receptors, through the cytoplasm to the nucleus (and other organelles), to turn on/off genes. To gauge the magnitude of the problem, we need to consider that the 10 mm to 100 mm are the measurements across the cell. However, signals do not travel across; instead, they go through loops (forward and backward), 15, 16 and complex and intricate schemes, which involve a large number of inter-connected events making those distances still larger. 17 How do signals travel over such distances?
The signaling cascade can be initiated by a signaling molecule (such as hormone, growth factor, an extra-cellular matrix component like fibronectin, cytokine, chemokine, neurotransmitter, neurotrophin, like nerve growth factor) or a ligand, interacting with the extra-cellular domains of a transmembrane receptor. 18 Binding perturbs the domains. The local perturbation at the interaction sites propagates through the membrane-spanning segment of the receptor, 19 and changes the conformation of the intra-cellular domains in the cytoplasm, and in this way conveys the signal from outside the cell. Some small signaling messengers like steroids can diffuse through the cell membrane and activate (or repress) the cellular response by stimulating the binding of their receptors to the regulatory DNA elements of steroid-responsive genes. [20] [21] [22] [23] While signaling may also be initiated inside the cell, for example following some mutational events, most signaling pathways are initiated by stimulation which arises by external morphogens. [24] [25] [26] In all cases, a cascade of signaling events which takes place through multiple consecutive or concomitant interactions with other proteins may follow. Eventually, the signals could cross the nuclear membrane to trigger or inhibit gene activation. 27 They can also lead to phosphorylation, ubiquitination, or other post-translational modification events; epigenetic events; replication; etc. 28, 29 In this way, a small signal can dynamically result in a large response, which may involve a change in the cell, either in the expression of the DNA in the nucleus or in the activity of enzymes in the cytoplasm. Signaling time scales vary: from milliseconds (for ion flux), 30 minutes (for protein-and lipid-mediated kinase cascades), hours, or days (for steroid action and gene expression). 23, 31, 32 Here, we posit that the propagation of signals over such distances is helped by three key factors: (i) the hierarchical spatial and modular organization of the cellular network which facilitate signaling across the global network of the cell (Fig. 1); (ii) the sequences of some key regions of proteins, such as linkers or loops which have been pre-encoded by evolution to facilitate signaling by increasing the populations of conformations which are 'correctly' oriented with respect to each other; (iii) compact interactions between proteins to facilitate propagation from one protein to another via conformational disorder.
The three key factors that facilitate long distance communication in the cell:
(i) Hierarchical cellular network and co-localized functional modules.
The cellular network is hierarchical, and is constructed from modules. Proteins sharing a function are in the same module; however, not all proteins sharing a function are in the same module, and proteins with the same function can also be in other modules, in different combinations. The spatial co-localization 33 avoids the collision and diffusion time of proteins and metabolites, which otherwise could be far away. It provides for more efficient feedback signaling and loops, which relate to information from a previous upstream pathway event to subsequent modification of the current events and back, relating downstream events to upstream ones. 15, 16, 18 In addition, because modules often consist of large assemblies, the allosteric propagation transmits more rapidly. Both the feedforward path, which describes the signal propagation from the input to the output, and the feedback, which describes signal propagation in the reverse sense 34 will be faster in a co-localized module. 35, 36 The modular organization is further helped by the crowded cell environment.
37-41 Fig. 1 illustrates a schematic diagram of this concept.
(ii) The sequences of single chain proteins may be pre-encoded to achieve shorter time scales even in large conformational changes by populating a series of states that avoid high barriers.
A common view holds that signaling proceeds through allosteric propagation, and that the signal can be amplified with each step of the cascade. 17, 42 The allosteric effect is initiated by some perturbation event: binding of some ligand, covalent change, etc. 17, [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] Binding perturbs the structure because surface atoms that previously were in contact with water or with other atoms in the protein are now in contact with ligand atoms. This local change in atomic interactions forces additional changes in atom-atom contacts in the binding site to accommodate these newly formed interactions. These changes create strain energy, because the binding site does not have favored interactions with the next layer of atoms. In this way, the strain energy keeps propagating across the structure. Propagation is through multiple pathways, major and minor. A covalent change such as that taking place by mutational event 55 or posttranslational modification works in a similar manner: in both cases, a side-chain is modified. It can get bulkier or smaller; it can introduce a charge or remove a charge. Thus, it can either create steric hindrance or 'holes'; it can also change the electrostatic environment. All will perturb the structure, and create strain energy, which will propagate. 43 Because allosteric propagation takes place through a change in atomic van der Waals contacts, propagation will be faster in compact environments. The interiors of folded domains are typically View Article Online compact, with a strong hydrophobic core, [56] [57] [58] permitting such propagation. We have recently argued that in multidomain proteins, successive conformational states along major allosteric propagation pathways are pre-encoded in the linker sequence where each state is encoded by the previous one. 59 The barriers between these states which are hierarchically populated are lower, achieving faster time scales even for large conformational changes. We also posited that evolution optimized the linker sequences and lengths for efficiency, which may explain why mutations in linkers can affect protein function. 59 For fast time scales between triggering events and cellular response, which in multi-domain proteins typically involve a large conformational change, flexibility on its own may not constitute a good solution; the orientation of the domains with respect to each other needs to be optimal for function.
(iii) Interfaces of conformationally disordered proteins can help efficient signaling.
To propagate in the cellular network, signals need to cross smoothly between molecules, as if they were a single molecule. Intrinsically disordered proteins fit this bill. Disordered proteins exist in two states: unfolded on their own; or folded and bound. They get stabilized upon binding because they create a hydrophobic core at their interfaces, [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] similar to the core that exists in folded domains. 67 Comparison of the interface sizes of several disordered and stable (ordered) proteins in their complexed states has established that disordered proteins tend to have large interfaceto-surface ratios whereas stable proteins have smaller ratios. 61, 62, 68 Disordered monomers can be distinguished from ordered monomers on the basis of the per-residue surface and interface areas, which are significantly larger for disordered proteins. 61, 62 Signaling proteins frequently have disordered domains (or segments) which fold upon binding. 69, 70 The large, tight interfaces that they create allow efficient signal propagation across proteins sharing a pathway. We propose that given the complexity of the cellular network and the immense distances that need to be spanned, evolution has made use of this property. This could be a main reason for the increasing disorder during evolution. 71 The increasing complexity of the network in higher organisms increased the number of interactions and thus their regulation and control, i.e. increased number of modules, pathways, and loops.
The signal can be amplified with each step of the cascade Above, we suggested that rapid signaling across the cell is helped by three factors: (i) the network organization, which is hierarchical and modular; (ii) preencoded sequences in regions which can govern the conformational transitions in protein molecules, such as linkers or loops; and (iii) conformational disorder which helps by creating tightly packed interfaces and in this way facilitate signaling across protein-protein interfaces. Nonetheless, the distances are large, and a large number of interactions may need to take place starting from the extra-cellular stimulation event to regulation of gene activation. In addition, the ability to modulate the signal is important, because it affords further regulation and control in higher organisms. Allostery is a key factor in such modulation.
Allostery is a phenomenon that reflects the behavior of the ensemble. An allosteric event always changes, or shifts the populations of the states: rare, high energy states can become more populated. Allosteric events that are functionally-relevant increase the populations of those states where the ligand binding site is in a binding-ready conformation. This can take place through the population shift of the network as a consequence of a chain of events; it can be enhanced by additional allosteric events such as binding of a small molecule, metabolite, or a posttranslational modification, such as phosphorylation, glycosylation, methylation, nitrosylation, etc. Moreover, numerous proteins, such as p53 and histones, present a large number of combinations of post-translational modifications, which can be manifested in alteration of preferred states. However, not all such events relate to allosteric effects; for example, phosphorylation may be recognized patterns for other protein factors either to bind or not to bind, if these events blocked the active sites. 17 
Intrinsically disordered proteins and conformational selection
Currently the proposition that binding takes place through a conformational selection and population shift mechanism 60, 72, 73 is widely accepted. [74] [75] [76] According to this mechanism that we have proposed over a decade ago, the protein exists in a broad range of conformational states. Among these, there could be ones which are complementary to a ligand's shape and chemistry even though they may have a low population. The ligand will preferentially bind these states. Binding will stabilize them. This will lead to a population shift toward these conformers, which will propagate the binding reaction. The main difference between intrinsically disordered proteins and folded proteins is in the stability: while folded proteins are stable on their own in solution, this is not the case for disordered proteins, which are at the extreme end of the stability spectrum. The fact that no structure is observed (which is why they are called 'disordered') implies that these proteins exist in a broad range of states where the stabilities of the states are quite similar and the barriers between the states are low. 60, 77, 78 Nonetheless, all proteins follow the same physical principles, and the basic mechanisms are universal. Intrinsically disordered proteins also have states which are preferentially selected for binding. 60 While the populations of these states are small which makes them unobservable by experiments, thus evoking an 'induced fit'-type mechanism, they nevertheless exist, and are stabilized upon binding. With the increased power of experimental techniques, particularly NMR, these rare states are becoming observed, which substantiates a selection mechanism. Their lack of stability on their own implies small hydrophobic cores and typically extended states. [77] [78] [79] [80] The stability is gained upon interaction. [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] Moreover, disordered proteins present ensembles separated by low barriers, which implies that they sample significantly more conformational states, thus also signaling at higher rates.
We further note that the 'induced fit'-type mechanism generally takes place if the ligand concentration or the affinity is very high. Because the kinetics of View Article Online conformational selection is slower than that of the induced fit, due to the need to overcome barriers, one observes the induced fit, which may lead to a mis-assignment of the mechanism.
Conclusions
Signaling is complex; it involves an intricate web of communication that governs the cellular activities and coordinates the diverse cell functions. Cells need to perceive and respond to their microenvironment: this is the basis of development, tissue repair, immunity and homeostatis. Errors in cellular information processing can lead to disease. While much of the focus has been on individual parts of cell signaling pathways, putting the parts in the framework of the system helps in the understanding of the underlying structure of the cell signaling networks, how the information is transmitted, and how changes in the networks may affect the transmission and flow of information. Networks are complex systems; this is not only because of the large number of modules and interactions that they contain. In particular, this complexity derives from their fundamental dynamic properties. Cellular networks should be inherently dynamic because cells need to differentially respond under different stages of organism development, stress, and overall eternally changing conditions. This implies that to study network organization, efficient methods for detecting network 'communities' and community overlaps are essential. 36, 86, 87 Concentration is a key factor in affecting network dynamics. For example, a high concentration of a transcription factor will populate all chromatin-exposed DNA response elements (REs); on the other hand, if the concentration is limited, only high affinity REs will be populated. Analysis of the cell signaling networks requires experimental and theoretical approaches. These would help in assembling, organizing and making sense of the signaling data. Within this framework, a key challenge is to understand how cells exploit the individual units for efficient communication given cellular complexity and sheer sizes. Here we posited that evolution has not only optimized the conformational ensembles of large loops, linkers and disordered regions to facilitate signaling; in addition, it made use of the series of conformational states and their dynamics for signaling.
Signaling can be initiated by a signaling molecule which binds to a receptor protein. Signaling is a multistep pathway which allows signal amplification. Amplification takes place because some of the molecules in a pathway can transmit the signal to multiple molecules of the next component in the cascade. The outcome can be a large number of activated molecules at the end of the pathway. In this way a small number of extracellular signal molecules can produce a large cellular response. Pathways can relay signals from the extracellular space to the nucleus. However, to be functionally relevant, signaling should take place over short time scales. Here we asked how signal propagation can take place over such long distances from the binding of the signaling molecule to the extra-cellular domain of a receptor to a cellular response, which often involves activation/repression of gene expression.
We proposed that three major components help in efficient signaling: the hierarchical modular functional organization of the cellular network; the amino acid sequences of some regions of proteins, which play key roles in allosteric transitions, such as linkers or loops; and compact interactions between proteins, which may take place particularly via intrinsically disordered proteins. These could facilitate allosteric propagation.
